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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Overview
As a substantial component of surface energy budget, incident solar radiation (i.e.,
insolation) at the Earth’s surface plays an important role in land surface-atmosphere
interaction. Surface insolation is of great importance in a wide range of studies, for
instance, weather prediction, climate monitoring, water supply management, and soil
moisture and vegetation evapotranspiration estimation (Tarpley 1979; Gautier et al. 1980;
Li et al. 1995; Otkin et al. 2005; Diak 2017). It also modulates photodissociation reaction
rates (or photolysis rates) of chemical species in the atmosphere, and therefore, using
reliable insolation data as input can largely reduce uncertainty in air quality studies
(Pour-Biazar et al. 2007; Guenther et al. 2012).
For decades, instantaneous surface insolation has been measured through groundbased pyranometers located at various weather stations, climate monitoring stations and
agricultural experiment stations (e.g., Surface Radiation Budget Network (SURFRAD)
(Augustine et al. 2000, 2005), U.S. Climate Reference Network (USCRN) (Diamond et
al. 2013), and Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)). Some other routinely
1

measured parameters, including cloud coverage and precipitable water, have also been
used to infer surface insolation (Tarpley 1979; Bland 1996). However, surface insolation
measurements cannot provide data with wide coverage and high spatial resolution that is
necessary for many applications because current pyranometer stations have limited
density and are distributed non-uniformly (Tarpley 1979; Li et al. 1995; Podlasly and
Berger 2002; Otkin et al. 2005). To obtain high-resolution insolation data sets across the
entire Continental United States (CONUS), techniques making use of images from
meteorological satellites, such as Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) and Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), have been
developed in the last few decades to produce reliable insolation retrieval (Tarpley 1979;
Gautier et al. 1980; Schmetz 1989; Pinker et al. 1995; Diak et al. 2004; Otkin et al. 2005;
Diak 2017). These products typically have grids much finer than the distance between
the pyranometer stations, and have been used in land surface carbon and water flux
assessments (Jacobs et al. 2002; Anderson et al. 2011; Mecikalski et al. 2011), air quality
simulations (Pour-Biazar et al. 2007; Guenther et al. 2012; White et al. 2018),
agricultural forecast models (Diak et al. 1998, 2000, McNider et al. 2011, 2014).
Generally, satellite-based insolation retrieval techniques fall into two categories,
statistical and physical (Schmetz 1989; Pinker et al. 1995). Statistical models seek
empirical relationships between satellite images and coincident ground-based
observations to estimate surface insolation (Tarpley 1979; Perez et al. 2002, 2015), while
physical methods simulate physical processes in the earth-atmosphere column and
calculate surface insolation based on shortwave radiation received by the satellite
(Schmetz 1989; Haines et al. 2004; Otkin et al. 2005; Habte et al. 2012; Diak 2017).
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Studies have shown that physical models can better describe cloud radiative effects, can
be implemented over a larger domain than statistical methods (Gautier et al. 1980; Habte
et al. 2012; Schmetz 1989), and allow potential improvements by modifying model
physics and/or correcting cloud information (Gautier et al. 1980; Diak 2017; Pinker et al.
1995).
This study is focusing on physical-base surface insolation retrieval techniques.
Currently, various operational systems are producing high-resolution surface insolation
products over the entire CONUS using GOES measurements with physical models. For
example, the University of Wisconsin-Madison is operating an insolation retrieval system
based on a simple radiative transfer model developed by Gautier et al. (1980) and Diak
and Gautier (1983) with several refinements to produce 10-km resolution product
(Gautier and Landsfeld 1997; Otkin et al. 2005; Diak 2017); the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has an operational physical model called Global
Solar Insolation Project (GSIP), which estimates global horizontal irradiance (GHI) and
direct normal irradiance (DNI) on a 4-km resolution grid using GOES visible and
infrared channel images (Habte et al. 2012, 2013); the GOES Product Generation System
(GPGS) is being operated by the Short-term Prediction Research and Transition (SPoRT)
center at National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s) Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, AL to generate near real-time 4-km resolution
meteorological data products, including surface insolation, skin temperature, cloud
albedo, and surface albedo, utilizing measurements of GOES-East Imager and Sounder
(Haines et al. 2004; Pour-Biazar et al. 2007). Recently, the University of Alabama in
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Huntsville (UAH) has been archiving products of GPGS system and has made some
refinements that should be able to improve the insolation estimates.
Objectives of This Study
Satellite-based insolation products have shown comparable data quality against
reliable pyranometer measurements (Schmetz 1989; Pinker et al. 1995; Ohmura et al.
1998; Pinker 2003), however, physical-based models tend to overestimate or
underestimate surface insolation over certain regions or under certain conditions (Jacobs
et al. 2002; Podlasly and Berger 2002; Habte et al. 2012, 2013). Therefore, it is essential
to understand the performance of these satellite-based insolation products, their sources
of uncertainty, and possible ways to improve their performance.
To accomplish this objective, the recent UAH insolation product will be
evaluated. Recently, UAH has improved the insolation product by addressing some of
the key uncertainties in the retrieval code. This product is validated comprehensively here
by comparing to reliable ground-based observations from well-calibrated pyranometers
for a one-year period (March 1st, 2013 through February 28th, 2014). Although UAH has
archived multiple years of insolation estimates, the other data sets that are used in this
study have limited length of reliable data, and this is the reason why only one year of
comparison is presented. This comparison is conducted on a seasonal basis with
appropriate evaluation metrics to examine any systematic bias in the insolation estimates
over the entire CONUS. If obvious systematic biases are found in specific season(s) over
certain region(s) or under certain condition(s), further investigations will be carried out to
find proper explanations of these biases and potential ways to reduce them will be
discussed.
4

Moreover, a secondary objective of this study is to justify if the satellite-based
insolation products are superior to those from meteorological models, for example,
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) based radiative transfer models. Surface solar
radiation data from numerical models are wildly used in various studies, like climatology,
air quality modeling, land-atmosphere interaction, just to name a few. Thus, errors in
solar radiation estimates by meteorological models will adversely affect the subsequent
studies. To achieve the secondary objective, estimates from the UAH insolation product
will be compared to surface solar radiation data from one high-quality numerical model
with respect to total downward shortwave radiation at the surface.
Outline of This Study
The following chapters describe the background, methodology, results and the
subsequent discussion and conclusion from this study. Chapter 2 reviews the literature of
satellite-based surface insolation retrieval techniques, and summarizes basic ideas of the
GPGS system and the UAH insolation product, while Chapter 3 introduces the datasets
and methodology being adopted in this study. The results and discussions are presented
in Chapter 4, followed by conclusions and future work in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND
Classification of Satellite Methods
Back to 1960s, when meteorological satellite data were available for the first time,
atmospheric scientists started to use satellite-measured reflected radiation field at the top
of the atmosphere (TOA) to study the effects of clouds, gases, and aerosols on solar
radiation and surface energy balance. Fritz et al. (1964) reported a high correlation
coefficient (-0.9) between satellite observations of reflected solar energy at TOA and
pyrheliometer measurements of solar energy reaching the surface. Hanson (1971) and
Ellis and Vonder Haar (1978) initiated the work of determining total incident solar
radiation at the surface using satellite measurements, although their studies were
restricted by satellite capability. Subsequently, various methods were developed to
estimate surface insolation using data from plenty of earth-orbiting or geosynchronous
satellites on different temporal and spatial scales (Schmetz 1989; Pinker et al. 1995; Diak
et al. 2004). These methods can be generally classified into two categories, statistical
(empirical) or physical (Schmetz 1989; Pinker et al. 1995).
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Statistical Methods
Statistical methods establish empirical relationships between brightness
observations from satellites and ground-based insolation measurements (Tarpley 1979;
Cano et al. 1986; Perez et al. 2002, 2015). For instance, Tarpley (1979) developed a
statistical model to estimate surface insolation over the Great Plains using GOES
measurements, along with conventional meteorological and pyranometer data. Cano et
al. (1986) created a surface albedo reference map from a Satellite Image Time Series
(SITS) and determined a cloud cover index for each satellite image. A linear relationship
between the cloud cover index and the ground-measured transmission coefficient was
established and later tested using surface pyranometer measurements.
However, various studies (e.g., Gautier et al. 1980; Raphael and Hay 1984;
Schmetz 1989; Otkin et al. 2005; Habte et al. 2013) demonstrated that physical methods
have shown superior performance, higher spatial and temporal resolutions, and wider
domain coverage than statistical ones. Statistical models require surface measurements to
update their regression coefficients periodically for changing surface conditions (Raphael
and Hay 1984), and are hard to be implemented globally (Raphael and Hay 1984;
Schmetz 1989; Otkin et al. 2005). Moreover, clouds are the most important modulators
of solar radiation due to their high variability and complicated radiative properties
(Schmetz 1989; Cess et al. 1993; Pour-Biazar et al. 2007). It is difficult to determine
cloud types and thicknesses accurately (Liou 1976; Tarpley 1979) and to parameterize
cloud effects on shortwave radiation (Liou 1986; Chen et al. 2000; Perez et al. 2002;
Habte et al. 2013; Hong et al. 2016). In statistical models, cloud effects are usually
parameterized as one of a few segregated cloud conditions (Gautier et al. 1980; Schmetz
7

1989), which can introduce uncertainties into surface insolation estimates when the cloud
field gradually changes.
Physical Methods
Physical methods simulate radiative transfer processes within the earthatmosphere column in which cloud effects are treated as continuous rather than discrete
cloudy conditions (Gautier et al. 1980; Pinker et al. 1995). Studies like Schmetz (1989)
and Pinker et al. (1995) summarized that satellite-based physical models can estimate
surface insolation with a fair accuracy compared to pyranometer data. Errors in these
studies in the hourly insolation estimates was about 5-10% under clear-sky conditions
and 15-30% for all sky conditions, while error in the daily estimates was about 10-15%.
A major asset of physical methods is that they can be potentially improved by
refining the existing physics or introducing more radiative transfer processes (Gautier et
al. 1980; Schmetz 1989; Otkin et al. 2005; Habte et al. 2013; Diak 2017). Gautier et al.
(1980) developed a simple atmospheric radiative transfer model to retrieve surface
insolation under clear and cloudy conditions using visible channel brightness
measurements from GOES imaging radiometer. Continuous improvements have been
made upon their model over the years. For example, Diak and Gautier (1983) modified
the physics of Rayleigh scattering and water vapor absorption, included ozone absorption
process, and empirically corrected the effect of finite clouds; Gautier and Landsfeld
(1997) introduced a more rigorous form of cloud absorption coefficient; Diak (2017)
applied a small attenuation constant to account for aerosol effects and gaseous
absorptions and documented main modifications after Otkin et al. (2005). Subsequent
work has improved the detail of physical processes (Dubayah and Loechel 1997; Haines
8

et al. 2004), applied the model to ocean surface (Frouin et al. 1989; Chertock et al. 1992)
or global scale (Pinker and Laszlo 1992; Habte et al. 2012, 2013), or extended the
application to different geostationary satellites (Weymouth and Le Marshall 2001; Carrer
et al. 2012), and these products are further applied to multiply studies (McNider et al.
1994; Jacobs et al. 2002; Diak et al. 2004; Mecikalski et al. 2011).
Satellite-based Physical Method Used at UAH
The satellite-based physical method used at UAH is based on the insolation
retrieval algorithm developed by Gautier et al. (1980), along with its subsequent upgrades
(Diak and Gautier 1983; Gautier and Landsfeld 1997; Diak 2017) and will be explained
in the following. Hereinafter, this model is referred to as Diak’s model.
It is possible to estimate how much solar radiation is entering the Earth’s
atmosphere at any date, time and geolocation by theory with knowledge of the solar
constant. The amount of reflected shortwave radiation, on the other hand, can be
retrieved using satellite visible band brightness measurements (in form of digital counts).
Then the amount of solar energy remaining in the earth-atmosphere system is calculated
by subtracting the reflected energy from the incident. Essentially, Diak’s model
simulates radiative transfer processes in the Earth system and tries to classify the
remaining shortwave energy into different categories, among which surface insolation is
of great importance. Because clouds can modify atmospheric radiative transfer processes
in a different manner as of clear-sky conditions, the keys to the success of Diak’s
algorithm are to determine the sky condition (clear or cloudy) and to estimate surface and
cloud albedos correctly.
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To decide if one scene is clear or not, an approach referred to as “minimum
albedo method” (Schmetz 1989) is commonly applied to physical models. This method
assumes that at least one cloud-free scene can be found within a temporal sequence of
satellite images (one week to a month in length), and that surface albedo does not change
much during this period. After calculating surface albedo with clear-sky model
(discussed shortly) for all scenes in this period, the minimum value is selected as
reference surface albedo for this period. Each scene is then determined as clear-sky
(cloudy) if the calculated surface albedo is smaller (greater) than the addition of the
reference and a small tolerance value (to account for variations in surface albedo and
calculation errors). In Diak’s model, this clear/cloudy decision is made by comparing
satellite-observed brightness values to the reference (Figure 2.1), which is essentially the
same as minimum albedo method.
The clear-sky model estimates surface insolation based on the remaining solar
energy in the Earth system, solar zenith angle (SZA), surface albedo, and clear-sky
radiative transfer processes. Parameterizations of water vapor absorption (Paltridge
1973), Rayleigh scattering (Coulson 1959), and ozone absorption (Lacis and Hansen
1974) are of major concerns in Diak’s model. Other less important processes, including
molecular (Mie) scattering and gaseous absorption, are also parameterized accordingly.
On the other hand, the cloudy model is much more complicated. The reflection of solar
radiation by clouds is assumed to be isotropic, although it is representative for certain
cloud types but not so viable for the others (Manalo-Smith et al. 1998). Cloud absorption
is relatively small compared to the reflection (Liou 1976) and is parameterized as a
numeric fraction (roughly 7%) of cloud albedo (Gautier and Landsfeld 1997; Diak 2017).
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of Diak’s physical-based insolation retrieval technique for
clear-sky (left) and cloudy conditions (right). B is GOES-measured visible band
brightness, B0 is the reference value of clear-sky brightness, while ε is a small
tolerance value to account for variations in surface albedo and calculation errors. 𝛼sfc
and 𝛼cld are the surface and cloud albedos, respectively.
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With the amount of reflected solar radiation measured by satellite, surface albedo, and
parameterizations of cloud effects, the cloud albedo is calculated by solving a quadratic
equation and is utilized to obtain surface insolation.
It is necessary to mention that satellite sensor does not measure all solar bands,
e.g., GOES-13 visible band measurements being used in Diak (2017) have a wavelength
range of 0.52 to 0.71 µm1, which is only a small fraction of solar-total band (about 0.2 ~
4 µm). Therefore, narrow-to-broadband conversion, which is accomplished by utilizing
scaling factors to covert radiances in different bandpass, is required in some calculations.
For example, 20 mm of integrated water vapor can absorb more than 15% of incident
shortwave radiation (Paltridge 1973), which must be taken into account when calculating
surface insolation. However, water vapor absorption occurs mostly outside the visible
band, thus it is neglected when estimating surface albedo in GOES visible channel
(Haines et al. 2004; Diak 2017). On the other hand, no conversion is required for bulk
parameters which describe radiative transfer processes that happen in solar-total band.
Sources of Uncertainty in Physical Methods
Various assumptions are made in physical insolation retrieval models to make
them feasible and operational, although they may also introduce uncertainties into the
system. Therefore, it is of benefit to summarize the impacts of commonly-used
assumptions and simplifications, as well as other sources of uncertainty.
In physical-based clear-sky models, parameters that describe absorption and
scattering processes depend upon vertical profile of the atmosphere. Thus, uncertainty in
1

Please see GOES-N Series Data Book Table 3-3 (https://goes.gsfc.nasa.gov/text/GOESN_Databook_RevC/Section03.pdf).
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the profile can introduce biases into insolation estimates. Impacts of water vapor, ozone
and aerosol perturbations were summarized by Schmetz (1989) that (1) a 30%
perturbation in water vapor and ozone concentration can result in their absorption effects
by 0.007 and 0.003, respectively; (2) a simple doubling of aerosol profile can increase
aerosol absorption by 1%, while the value becomes 3.9% if changes in low-level aerosol
types are considered. Simplification of less important physical processes, such as
gaseous absorptions and aerosol effects, by applying small attenuation constants or
simple linear regressions, can also introduce biases into the retrieval system (Schmetz
1989; Haines et al. 2004; Diak 2017). Moreover, bidirectional effects on surface albedo
due to variations of SZA have been ignored in some clear-sky models (e.g., Diak’s
model). Studies have shown that bidirectional reflectance of solar radiation is a function
of SZA and satellite viewing angle (Ranson et al. 1991), i.e., surface albedo is a function
of time. Consequently, the assumption that surface albedo values are fixed during the
day may produce obvious biases in insolation estimates (Jacob and Olioso 2005; Diak
2017). However, the implementation of Diak’s technique at UAH assumes a variable
albedo and uses the retrieved surface albedo for the retrieval time.
While for cloudy models, since cloud effects are the most important but are hard
to be parameterized, the order of uncertainty depends largely on cloud parameterizations.
It is usually assumed that clouds fill the entire pixel, and cloud parameterizations are
tuned for stratiform middle and low clouds (Gautier et al. 1980; Diak et al. 2004; Diak
2017). Therefore, for other types of clouds, especially broken clouds or cirrus clouds,
cloud physics is not well described, and uncertainties are introduced. Furthermore,
homogeneous assumption of cloud reflection is an important source of uncertainty as
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well. Although it can be improved by applying bidirectional reflectance models or
spectrum-dependent cloud albedo models, it may not worth the computational cost (Diak
2017).
Another major source of uncertainty arises from the minimum albedo method and
subsequent clear/cloudy decision. Since the reference surface albedo is determined by
the minimum value of surface albedo over a certain time period, in cases of persistent
clouds (or aerosols), the minimum value can be overestimated due to bad “declouding”
(Schmetz 1989). On the other hand, surface albedo may also be underdetermined when it
changes so fast that the fixed surface albedo assumption cannot hold, probably due to
precipitation (Twomey et al. 1986) or vegetation changes (Tarpley 1979). Besides, large
errors in the estimated surface albedo are expected when SZA is large (Ranson et al.
1991; Jacob and Olioso 2005), or when the surface is highly reflective, for example,
snow-covered or bright sand-covered (Cano et al. 1986; Schmetz 1989; Ohmura et al.
1998; Pinker 2003; Otkin et al. 2005; Diak 2017). In these factors, snow contamination
has the most significant effect. Zeng et al. (1983) discussed spectral reflection behaviors
of different snow types, showing that snow reflection is maximized in part of the visible
band. In some cases, reflectance of snow-covered surface can be brighter than clouds,
which may cause the failure of minimum albedo method and erroneous estimates of
surface insolation.
Other common sources of error include narrow-to-broadband conversion (Pinker
and Ewing 1986; Pinker and Laszlo 1988) and topographic correction (Otkin et al. 2005;
Diak 2017). Narrow-to-broadband conversion can produce biases in surface albedo
estimates, which lie mainly in the parameterization of wavelength-dependent surface
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albedo (Pinker and Ewing 1986), while topographic correction is not always incorporated
in models for simplicity (e.g., Diak’s model). Complex topography may alter surface
insolation by direct topographic shading or elevation, or indirect orographic cloud effects
(Otkin et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2015; Diak 2017).
Last but not least, there exists uncertainty in satellite measurements due to sensor
degradation drift, which is a known issue of the third (and earlier) generation GOES
satellite (GOES-13 and GOES-15) sensors. It can result in an obvious systematic
decrease (as much as 30% or more) in visible band brightness measurements (Diak
2017). Haines et al. (2004) compared GOES-derived insolation before and after
correcting sensor degradation. Results indicated that, for GOES-8 insolation product, the
post-launch calibration did not show obvious improvements for clear-sky estimates.
However, performance of the insolation retrieval was greatly improved after correcting
sensor degradation, although unrealistic low values were generated under certain
circumstances. On the other hand, since GOES-12 was a new satellite back then, the
degradation drift issue was negligible. The insolation estimates agreed reasonably
against pyranometer measurements, even though no calibrations were made. Yu and Wu
(2013) discussed a post-calibration method for GOES Sounder radiometer measurements,
which reduced the mean bias error of the brightness (measured by GOES Sounder
infrared sensors) to less than 0.5 K. This method was applied by Diak (2017) with
monthly updated calibration coefficients2 to correct GOES Imager visible band
brightness, yet its actual performance on correcting measurements in visible band has not
2

Please refer to Table 2 at
https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/smcd/spb/fwu/homepage/GOES_Imager_Vis_OpCal.p
hp.
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been quantified. Moreover, image smear due to large viewing angle and image jitter are
inevitable for high-resolution satellite measurements (Wahballah et al. 2016; Diak 2017),
which can bring errors into the insolation estimates if no proper adjustments are made. In
Diak (2017), their impacts were mitigated by reducing the spatial resolution of images
(taking averages of a certain amount of pixel grids).
An Introduction to the GPGS System
Since the UAH insolation product is essentially a refined and archived version of
the GPGS insolation product, it is important to have a general understanding of the
capabilities and drawbacks of the GPGS system. Generally, the GPGS system is a set of
programs that generate meteorological data products using GOES-East Imager and
Sounder visible and infrared band measurements. The full documentation is referred to
Haines et al. (2004). Currently, NASA’s SPoRT team at the National Space Science and
Technology Center (NSSTC) is operating the GPGS system to provide near real-time
retrievals of skin temperature, total precipitable water, cloud top pressure, cloud albedo,
surface albedo, and surface insolation, while these products have been used for various
meteorological applications, such as operational forecasts, nowcasting and diagnostic
studies, model assimilation, and air quality studies, etc. (Haines et al. 2004; Pour-Biazar
et al. 2007).
In the system, algorithm for estimating surface albedo, cloud albedo, and surface
insolation is literally an implementation of Diak’s model (Haines et al. 2004). Figure 2.2
is a flow chart illustrating how surface insolation is retrieved from GOES visible images.
The system starts from generating new 20-day clear-sky composite images once the latest
hourly satellite images are available. The minimum albedo method is then applied to
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estimate the reference surface albedo, and a clear/cloudy decision is made to classify each
scene into clear-sky or cloudy conditions. If clouds are present in the scene, the cloudy
model is used to estimate cloud albedo and to calculate surface insolation; while for clear
scenes, the simpler clear-sky model is adopted for surface insolation retrieval.
Modifications in the GPGS System Compared to Diak’s Model
Several modifications have been made throughout the years to make the GPGS
system more applicable and accurate in estimating the surface insolation. For example,
GPGS produces 4-km insolation retrieval at each daylight hour, which has a much finer
grid than what has been used in Diak’s model (10-km in space). However, temporal
resolution of GPGS products is lower since it only uses hourly updated GOES-East data,
while Diak’s model makes the use of satellite data from both GOES-East and GOESWest, allowing the insolation product to have a half-hourly resolution. Secondly, GPGS

Figure 2.2. Flow chart of the insolation retrieval procedure of GPGS system.
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generates 20-day clear-sky composite images (versus 14-day in Diak’s model) for
estimating reference surface albedo. It is hard to tell which one is better, since the time
interval is arbitrarily decided to balance the time scale of obvious variation in surface
condition and the time needed to find one clear scene. Moreover, GPGS updates
composite images at every hour, instead of a fixed value for the whole day in Diak’s
model, to take diurnal variation of surface albedo into account. The hourly updated
composite images should be able to reduce the bias in surface albedo estimates and
improve the insolation retrieval, since it deals with bidirectional reflection effects
implicitly.
Furthermore, when making the clear/cloudy decision, GPGS calculates two
insolation values using both clear-sky and cloudy models for each scene. If the clear-sky
value is smaller than or equal to the cloudy estimate, then the scene is considered as clear
and the clear-sky value is selected; otherwise the scene is treated as cloudy and the
cloudy estimate is used. This alternative way should work better when cloud albedo is
close to zero (Haines et al. 2004).
Finally, there are some differences in model parameterizations. Both Diak’s
model and GPGS simulate visible band Rayleigh scattering based on Coulson (1959),
however, Rayleigh scattering in total solar band is modeled after Allen (1963) in the
GPGS system (Haines et al. 2004). Cloud absorption effect is assumed to be 7% of the
incident solar flux at cloud top region in the GPGS system, which is a good estimate for
thick clouds but not really good for other types of clouds, while Diak’s model applies the
results of Gautier and Landsfeld (1997) to better describe cloud absorption effects in the
most recent model (Diak 2017). Moreover, a constant value (25 mm) is assigned to total
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column water vapor and is adjusted by SZA and satellite viewing angle in GPGS (Haines
et al. 2004), while Diak (2017) uses dynamic Total Precipitable Water (TPW) data from
NOAA Global Forecasting System (GFS).
The UAH Insolation Product
As previously mentioned, UAH has made several refinements to the GPGS
system to improve the insolation retrieval recently. In the GPGS system, images from
GOES are cropped to cover most of the CONUS rather than the entire domain. The
reason is that the system uses not only GOES visible band images, but infrared (IR) band
images and measurements of GOES Sounder to produce multiple meteorological
products. The cropping is to make sure that each channel has the same domain coverage
(Haines et al. 2004). However, UAH produces satellite products from Imager and
Sounder measurements separately, so the coverage of insolation and albedo products are
extended to cover the entire CONUS. Secondly, since water vapor in the atmosphere is
highly variable, the constant TPW assumption is not realistic and can introduce biases
when treating water vapor absorption effects. To eliminate this source of error, UAH
starts to use dynamic TPW data from North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)
(Mesinger et al. 2006). The last modification is associated with the sensor degradation
drift issue. An automatic correction module, which follows the idea of Yu and Wu
(2013), is applied to the system when generating the UAH insolation product.
Known Issues of the UAH Insolation Product
Similar to Diak’s model, the UAH insolation product does not deal with the
following factors which can cause uncertainties into the retrieval system: 1) anisotropic
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cloud effects due to bidirectional reflectance; 2) direct and indirect topographic effects on
surface insolation; 3) external aerosol data to parameterize aerosol effects explicitly,
rather than using a small attenuation constant. Also, parameterization of cloud absorption
can be improved if the near-linear function discussed by Gautier and Landsfeld (1997) is
applied. Finally, the commonly-seen snow contamination issue is not resolved yet.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY
Evaluating the UAH Insolation Product by Pyranometer Measurements
Pyranometer Data
There are several operational pyranometer networks in the United States for
climate monitoring, for validating satellite-estimated surface radiation products, or for
evaluating climate and weather prediction models. In this study, observations from two
NOAA pyranometer networks, the SURFRAD and the USCRN, are used to validate the
UAH insolation product. Their station locations are presented in Figure 3.1.
The SURFRAD provides continuous, high-quality measurements of surface
radiation fluxes over the United States (Augustine et al. 2000, 2005). It consists of seven
stations with diverse climatic conditions (Figure 3.1a) and provides daily files of oneminute observations. These files include not only measurements of global horizontal
irradiance (GHI), but direct and diffuse surface insolation values. For the sake of
accuracy, if both direct and diffuse solar radiation data are available and have good data
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(a) SURFRAD Stations

(b)

Figure 3.1. Station locations of (a) SURFRAD and (b) USCRN pyranometer
networks across the United States as of March 2018.
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quality, then the total irradiance (𝐼total ) is calculated by adding the product of the direct
(𝐼direct ) and the cosine of SZA (𝜃) to the diffuse (𝐼diffuse ),
𝐼total = 𝐼direct cos 𝜃 + 𝐼diffuse .

(3.1)

Otherwise, GHI values are used as the total irradiance. In cases of negative
measurements due to sensor cooling during or near nighttime hours, these irradiance
values are set to zero before calculating the total.
The USCRN is a systematic and sustained network of climate monitoring stations
(Diamond et al. 2013). Currently, it consists of 114 stations in the CONUS, 21 stations in
Alaska, and 2 stations in Hawaii (Figure 3.1b). Since 2012 after instrument upgrades, the
USCRN has started to record five-minute averages of received global solar radiation, but
the direct and diffuse are not included. In this study, only good quality data from stations
within the CONUS domain are used.
In this comparison, there is an assumption that pyranometer measurements are the
true values. However, measurement uncertainty for well-calibrated pyranometers have
an order of 5% (Augustine et al. 2000; Diak 2017). Figure 3.2 shows monthly averaged
clear-sky measurements from SURFRAD and USCRN sites at Sioux Falls, SD. It is
reasonable to assume that these two sites have the same sky condition and receive the
same amount of solar radiation all the time, since they are almost collocated (100 feet
distance). Results indicate that they have about 5% normalized mean difference, which is
consistent with the expected calibration error. Regardless of small fluctuations of the
monthly average, which are probably due to different number of clear cases at each time
stamp, a very high correlation coefficient (0.99955) is found between the measurements.
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Figure 3.2. Monthly averaged (July 2013) clear-sky surface insolation measurements
from SURFRAD (black) and USCRN (blue) stations at Sioux Falls, SD. Spatial
distance between the two sites is about 100 feet.
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Evaluation Metrics
To assess the degree of agreement between the UAH insolation product and
pyranometer measurements, some commonly used model performance evaluation metrics
are used. These evaluation metrics include a) mean bias error (MBE) to describe the bias,
b) root mean square error (RMSE) to indicate the statistical dispersion, c) coefficient of
determination (𝑅 2 ) to describe the correlation between two data sets. Details of these
statistical indicators, as well as their advantages and disadvantages, have been discussed
in numerous studies, e.g., Simon et al. (2012) and Ali and Abustan (2014). If the
satellite-derived and pyranometer-measured insolation data are denoted by 𝑂 and 𝑀, and
use superscript 𝑛 for different time stamps, overbars for seasonal averages, and 𝑁 for
number of good quality daytime data points, then formulations of these statistical
indicators are defined in Table 3.1. Also, MBE and RMSE values are normalized as
percentages of the mean measurements to show relative bias and dispersion.

Table 3.1. Definition of the evaluation metrics.
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Meanwhile, since satellite-derived estimates and surface measurements should be
identical when the retrieval model is optimal, a simple linear regression is used to
illustrate the linear relationship between these two data sets. With the previously-defined
̂ , the
notations, and denote estimated values of satellite-derived insolation values by 𝑀
formula of simple linear regression is given by
̂ = 𝛼 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝑂,
𝑀

(3.2)

where the slope 𝛽 and y-intercept 𝛼 are
𝑛
̅
̅
∑𝑁
𝑛=1[(𝑂 − 𝑂 )(𝑀𝑖 − 𝑀 )]
𝛽=
,
𝑛
̅ 2
∑𝑁
𝑛=1(𝑂 − 𝑂 )

(3.3)

̅ − 𝛽 ∙ 𝑂̅.
𝛼=𝑀

(3.4)

Hourly Insolation Comparison
Hourly estimates from the UAH insolation product are compared to pyranometer
data for cases with SZAs smaller than 96 degrees (to include civil twilight hours).
However, it is not easy to design a direct comparison strategy since pyranometer and
satellite sensors have different working principles. Pyranometer measures continuous
hemispheric radiation within solar-total band from a very small area, while GOES Imager
sensor takes snapshots within several narrow bands, which represent spatial averages of a
much larger area. Fortunately, the insolation retrieval system has already taken care of
this discrepancy by applying space/time translation and narrow-to-broadband conversion
(Gautier et al. 1980). Moreover, pyranometer is highly sensitive to transient or sub-pixel
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clouds, yet satellite sensors may ignore them at times. Such discrepancy can produce
uncertainties when comparing ground-based measurements to satellite-based insolation
estimates. To compensate for these factors, high frequency pyranometer data are
averaged over different time intervals (10, 20, 30, and 60 minutes) before being
compared to satellite estimates. Error statistics between satellite and SURFRAD
insolation data are presented in Table 3.2. Here, 𝑅 2 is considered as the major criteria,
followed by RMSE and MBE values, although it is very arbitrary to pick proper
averaging interval. Results show that 𝑅 2 increases with the averaging interval for all
cases except Sioux Falls, SD in 2013 Fall, indicating that the best correlations can be
obtained when the SURFRAD data are averaged over one-hour interval. RMSE values
decrease with increasing averaging interval for all cases, and absolute values of MBE
decrease for most of the cases. One explanation is that a longer averaging interval can
reduce highly variable cloud effects on insolation. Therefore, it is reasonable to average
SURFRAD data over one-hour interval before calculating error statistics, which was also
adopted by Habte et al. (2012, 2013). The same rule is applied to USCRN data since the
error statistics have shown similar features. Last but not least, missing and poor-quality
data are filtered out, and no interpolation is made to fill data gaps.
For this comparison, it is necessary to locate pyranometer sites on the grid of the
UAH insolation product and extract satellite data at these locations, which is
accomplished by a grid search algorithm. The algorithm computes spherical distances
(Δ𝑘𝑖,𝑗 ) between satellite grids and pyranometer sites (Equation 3.5) and find the satellite
pixel that is nearest to each pyranometer sites by looking for the location of minimum
Δ𝑘𝑖,𝑗 .
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Table 3.2. Error statistics obtained by comparing satellite estimates against
SURFRAD measurements being averaged over different intervals (10, 20, 30, and 60
minutes).
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Table 3.2. (Continued.)
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Δ𝑘𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑅 ∙ cos −1[sin 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 ∗ sin Φ𝑘 + cos 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 ∗ cos Φ𝑘 ∗ cos(𝜆𝑖,𝑗 − Λ𝑘 )],

(3.5)

where 𝑅 is the radius of Earth, Φ𝑘 and Λ𝑘 are latitudes and longitudes of pyranometer
sites (𝑘), and 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 and 𝜆𝑖,𝑗 are latitudes and longitudes of satellite grids (𝑖, 𝑗). To
compensate for the effects of moving clouds, satellite estimates within a 3×3 box around
this nearest pixel are examined. If both pyranometer and satellite data are available in
each scene, then the satellite-estimated value that is closest to pyranometer measurement
is extracted for subsequent comparisons. This closest value is referred to as the best-fit
value in the following. Figure 3.3 gives a simple example showing how this grid search
algorithm works. In this case, pyranometer (marked with a red star) measures about 660

2

2

2

𝑗 + 1 600 W/m 780 W/m 770 W/m

𝑗

𝑗−1

Pyranometer site
2
660 W/m

2

2

2

650 W/m 750 W/m 280 W/m

2

340 W/m
𝑖−1

2

NaN

100 W/m

𝑖

𝑖+1

Figure 3.3. A simple example illustrating how the grid search algorithm works.
Pyranometer site is marked with a red star. Each satellite pixel shows one satelliteestimated insolation value, while the best fit value is marked with a red rectangle.
“NaN” indicates the value is either missing or of poor quality.
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W/m2 of surface insolation, while satellite-based insolation estimates are listed in the
surrounding 3×3 box. The best-fit value appears to be 650 W/m2, which is selected as the
satellite estimate at this site and time and will be compared to pyranometer
measurements.
Figure 3.4 presents a two-day comparison of satellite-based and pyranometermeasured insolation data to demonstrate the necessity and success of aforesaid
treatments. From the top panel, it is shown that the first day (Jun 13th, 2013) is cloudy
between 7:45 to 15:45, which is implied by the highly-fluctuating 1-minute pyranometer
measurements, while the second day (June 14th, 2013) is mostly clear, since the
pyranometer curve is very smooth.
On the first day, spatial variations of satellite estimates within the surrounding
pixels are relatively larger when cloudy, compared to cloud-free hours. Apparently, it is
hard to compare these two datasets when clouds are present. However, after taking
hourly averages, the insolation curve looks much smoother, though the evidence of
highly-variable clouds is preserved (shown by the vertical black bars). Also, satellite
best-fit values have shown a good agreement against pyranometer averages.
While on the second day, changes in pyranometer data after taking hourly
averages are negligible. Hourly variations of pyranometer data are small near solar noon
but relative larger in the remaining hours. The reason is that time rate of change of the
cosine of SZA is small when SZA is not large. It is also shown that, when the scene is
clear, satellite-derived insolation estimates are very consistent in the surrounding pixels
and fit perfectly with pyranometer measurements. Moreover, insolation estimates fall
within one standard deviations of the mean measurements for most of the cases (not
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Figure 3.4. A two-day comparison of satellite-derived and pyranometer-measured
insolation data. The scene is cloudy on Jun 13th, 2013, but mostly clear on Jun 14th,
2013. Pyranometer data are measured at SURFRAD Goodwin Creek, MS. Top panel
shows 1-min SURFRAD measurements; while the bottom includes: (1) hourly
averages of pyranometer data (black lines), (2) hourly variations of pyranometer data
(vertical black bars), (3) satellite best-fit values (blue crosses), and (4) ranges of
satellite estimates within the surrounding 3×3 box of pyranometer site (vertical blue
bars).
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shown here), which implies the confidence of results shown here. In brief, the preprocessing treatments can effectively reduce the discrepancy between two different types
of data sets, which is caused by different instrument working principles, and are essential
to this validation work.
Daily Cumulative Insolation Comparison
Another commonly used quantity for validating satellite-based insolation
estimates is daily cumulative (total) insolation. It can be calculated by integrating hourly
insolation values using a simple trapezoidal rule as
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sunset

𝐼

daily

=∫
sunrise

𝐼

hourly (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝐼 hourly (𝑡𝑙−1 ) + 𝐼 hourly (𝑡𝑙 )
≅ ∑(
∙ 𝛥𝑡𝑙 ),
2

(3.6)

𝑙=2

where 𝐼 daily and 𝐼 hourly are daily cumulative and hourly insolation values, 𝑙 is the index of
hourly time stamp, and Δ𝑡𝑙 is the time interval of estimates, i.e., one hour. Here, the daily
total insolation is not calculated directly from one-min raw pyranometer data in order to
keep both datasets having the same physical meanings. In fact, from mathematical point
of view, the difference between integrating hourly and one-min raw data should be small,
which only differs during sunrise and sunset hours. Again, no interpolation is made to
fill data gaps.
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Evaluating Model-based Downward Shortwave Radiation Data
Selecting Model-based Data Set to be Evaluated
Currently, various meteorological models are generating downward shortwave
radiation data for studies like climatology, air quality modeling, land-atmosphere
interaction, etc. For example, the NARR model and the Rapid Refresh (RAP) model are
two of such models. The NARR produces long-term, high-resolution (32-km/29-layer in
space and 3-hourly in time), dynamically consistent atmospheric and land surface
hydrology data over the North American domain (Mesinger et al. 2006), while the RAP is
an hourly-updated assimilation and model forecast system, which produces parameters on
a 13-km Northern Hemisphere Lambert Conformal Conic grid (Benjamin et al. 2016). In
this study, analysis data of downward solar radiation from the RAP is utilized on a
priority basis since its model grid has higher spatial and temporal resolutions.
Remapping the UAH Insolation Product
To evaluate RAP-analyzed downward shortwave radiation data using the UAH
insolation product, it is necessary to ensure that both datasets are on the same grid.
Considering that the UAH insolation product has a higher spatial resolution (4 km versus
13 km), it is remapped onto RAP native grids using Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA’s) Spatial Allocator tool3. This tool is developed to manipulate and create data
files related to emissions and air quality models. Sample plots of the UAH insolation
product (effective at 19:45 UTC on June 13th, 2013) before and after grid remapping are

3

Available online at https://www.cmascenter.org/sa-tools/.
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presented in Figure 3.5. It is shown that the domain is slightly cropped after remapping
and some broken cloud features disappear because of reduced resolution, but the overall
performance of grid remapping looks reasonable, as most features are successfully
captured and preserved. Furthermore, the blank parts to the north and southeast of the
domain, which are caused by missing data, should not affect this evaluation since they are
out of the area of interest.
For a quick comparison, a sample plot of RAP downward shortwave radiation
flux (effective on the same day at 20:00 UTC) is shown in Figure 3.6. The domain is
about the same as of Figure 3.5b, and the insolation field also show similar patterns.
However, some mesoscale cloud features are missing in the RAP estimates, and
systematic overestimations are shown according to the color scale. One possible cause is
the 15-min offset between two datasets. It can be fixed by temporal interpolation to shift
the time stamps. This should work nicely for clear scenes; however, it can extend cloud
coverage in composite images unreasonably. Figure 3.7 gives an example to illustrate the
reason: to obtain insolation information at, say, 1800 UTC by interpolating satellite
estimates using the previous (1745 UTC) and the future (1845 UTC) values. If a piece of
cloud presents at location A at first, and later moves to location B, the composite image
will mark both area A and B as cloudy due to averaging, which is physically
unreasonable. Therefore, no temporal interpolation is carried out to deal with this time
shifting issue. Furthermore, since the goal here is to compare total solar surface energy
input estimated from satellite observations with that of the model, this time difference is
not important. The total energy is the integrated value, and the discrepancy in reporting
time does not impact the integration.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5. Sample plots of the UAH insolation product (a) before and (b) after
remapping. Data are effective at 19:45 UTC on June 13th, 2013.
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Figure 3.6. A sample plot of RAP-analyzed downward shortwave radiation data.
Data are effective at 20:00 UTC on June 13th, 2013.
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A
1745 UTC

B

1845 UTC

Figure 3.7. Schematic shows problematic temporal interpolation due to moving
clouds.

Considering that the data sets have very large sizes (hourly data with 451×337
grid points), it is not practical to compare hourly insolation estimates. Instead, daily
cumulative insolation values are averaged over the entire CONUS for each season and
the averages obtained from different data sets are compared. With this treatment, the
time shifting issue is implicitly eliminated, and the impacts of transient clouds are largely
reduced.
Calculating Seasonal Area-weighted Daily Cumulative Insolation Averages
The idea of computing seasonal area-weighted daily cumulative insolation
averages is straightforward. Firstly, for each season, hourly estimates are sorted
according to their time stamps, and are averaged over the entire season by
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𝑛

hourly (𝑡 ) =
𝐼̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑖,𝑗 𝑙

𝑛
hourly (𝑡 )
∑𝑁
𝑖,𝑗 𝑙 ∙ Ω𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 ))
𝑛=1 (𝐼
𝑛
∑𝑁
𝑛=1 Ω𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 )

,

𝑙 = 1, … , 24.

(3.7)

Here, 𝑖 and 𝑗 are grid indices, 𝑡𝑙 is hourly time stamp (24 time stamps in total), 𝑁 is
𝑛

number of days in each season, 𝐼 hourly 𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 ) represents hourly insolation estimate at each
grid and time, Ω𝑛𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 ) is the data mask (1 for daytime good quality estimates while 0 for
the others), and ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐼 hourly 𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡𝑙 ) indicates seasonal hourly insolation averages at each time
stamp (unit: W/m2).
Then, the seasonal averages at different hourly time stamps are integrated to
obtain seasonal daily cumulative insolation averages ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐼 daily 𝑖,𝑗 (unit: J/m2) at each grid point
by the simple trapezoidal rule (Equation 3.8). Here, Δ𝑡𝑙 is one hour.
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(3.8)

𝑙=2

Once seasonal daily cumulative insolation averages at each grid point are
obtained, the seasonal total daily cumulative insolation over the entire CONUS (unit: J) is
computed as the total of seasonal daily averages being multiplied by the area of each grid
point 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 and the U.S. land mask Ψ𝑖,𝑗 (1 for grids over the CONUS domain while 0 for
the outsiders) (Equation 3.9). The land mask is obtained from NASA Land Data
Assimilation Systems (NLDAS)4 and is mapped onto RAP hybrid grids.

4

The NLDAS mask file is available at https://ldas.gsfc.nasa.gov/nldas/NLDASspecs.php.
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(3.9)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

To obtain the seasonal area-weighted daily cumulative insolation averages (unit:
J/m2), seasonal totals over the entire CONUS is divided by total domain area, i.e.,
̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅
daily
daily
𝐼Total
𝐼Total
̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
daily
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=
.
337
𝐴CONUS ∑451
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1(𝐴𝑖,𝑗 Ψ𝑖,𝑗 )

(3.10)

In practice, since it is not easy to calculate grid area precisely, an area adjustment
ratio 𝛼𝑖,𝑗 is computed to avoid calculating the exact areas (Equation 3.11).

𝛼𝑖,𝑗 =

𝐴𝑖,𝑗
Δ𝜙𝑖,𝑗 ∙ Δ𝜆𝑖,𝑗
≅
,
𝐴1,1 Δ𝜙1,1 ∙ Δ𝜆1,1

(3.11)

Here, Δ𝜙𝑖,𝑗 is the latitudinal difference between the south and north boundaries of each
grid point, while Δ𝜆𝑖,𝑗 is the longitudinal difference between the west and east
̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
daily
boundaries. Then, 𝐼Average can be computed alternatively by combining Equation 3.9 and
3.10 and substituting 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 with 𝛼𝑖,𝑗 .
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(3.12)

̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
daily
By averaging 𝐼Average over 24 hours, the seasonal area-weighted hourly insolation
averages (unit: W/m2) are obtained by
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̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
hourly
daily
𝐼Average = 𝐼Average ⁄86400.

(3.13)

With Equations 3.7 through 3.13, seasonal area-weighted daily cumulative (or
hourly) insolation averages for the UAH insolation product and RAP downward
shortwave radiation data are calculable. The last step is to compute the difference
̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
daily
daily
hourly
between these two data sets by 𝐼Average (RAP) − 𝐼Average (GOES), or 𝐼Average (RAP) −
̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿̿
hourly
𝐼Average (GOES). These values should give us an idea of the overall performance of RAPderived insolation estimates for different seasons.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Comparing the UAH Insolation Product to Pyranometer Measurements
Case Study
Results of case study showing the performance of the UAH insolation product at
four pyranometer sites (SURFRAD Goodwin Creek, MS and Sioux Falls, SD, and
USCRN La Junta, CO and Nunn, CO) are shown in Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.4. In
general, it is indicated that satellite-based insolation retrieval technique has the potential
to estimate surface insolation with a reasonable accuracy, although problems may occur
during cold seasons for some cases.
Seasonal scatter plots and error statistics of hourly comparisons are shown in
Figure 4.1. For different seasons, summer estimates appear to have the best performance,
which have relatively higher R2 values (~0.98) and lower MBE (~2% except for La
Junta) and RMSE percentages (≤12%) than the other seasons. Also, the system
overestimates hourly insolation in summer but underestimates in the rest of the year,
which is probably related to variations in SZA or uncertainties in surface albedo
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Figure 4.1. Seasonal comparison of hourly insolation (W m-2) measured at four
pyranometer sites (along the abscissa) and estimated from satellite images (along the
ordinate). Station names are shown at the top while seasons are indicated on the left.
Black lines are the 1:1 reference lines. Red lines are the linear-regression lines.
Evaluation metrics MBE, RMSE and R2 are also presented in each panel, with MBE
and RMSE percentages shown in the parentheses.
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Figure 4.1. (Continued.)
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estimates due to land cover changes. Negative bias of hourly estimates increases slightly
during the fall, but becomes much larger in spring, or erroneous for some winter cases
(e.g., -57% underestimation at Sioux Falls). Besides, linear regression lines match better
with the 1:1 lines in summer and fall but deviate from the reference for several spring and
winter cases. Linear regressions also show an obvious underestimation feature of winter
estimates. Also, it seems that the degree of wintertime underestimation is proportional to
station latitudes. Among the four stations, Goodwin Creek has the lowest latitude,
followed by La Junta, Nunn, and Sioux Falls; meanwhile, Goodwin Creek has shown the
least MBE values and highest explained variance during the winter, while error statistics
become worse for the other stations in the same sequence. Considering that high latitude
regions have colder climates and more snow events, one hypothesis is that retrievals of
surface and cloud albedos are affected by snow-covered surface, which result in
unreliable surface insolation estimates in the subsequent calculations.
To understand the performance of satellite-based insolation technique under
different sky conditions, insolation estimates are divided into two categories based on
cloud albedo estimates (Figure 4.2). To avoid misrepresenting clear-sky aerosols as
clouds, a 10% cloud albedo threshold should be reasonable enough to separate clear and
cloudy cases. It is shown that clear-sky model has superior estimation accuracy
compared to cloudy model for selected cases. R2 values under clear sky are greater than
0.98 for all cases with only one exception (0.979 of winter Nunn case), but those of
cloudy cases are ~0.02-0.05 less for non-snow cases, or worse than 0.8 for snow-favored
scenes. Clear-sky values of RMSE are normally smaller than cloudy values (except for
summer La Junta). Also, for cloudy scenes, when insolation estimates and measurements
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Figure 4.2. Seasonal comparison of clear-sky (blue) and cloudy (red) hourly
insolation values (W m-2) measured at four pyranometer sites (along the abscissa) and
estimated from satellite images (along the ordinate). Station names are shown at the
top while seasons are indicated on the left. Black lines are the 1:1 reference lines. Blue
and red lines are clear-sky and cloudy linear regression lines. Evaluation metrics
MBE, RMSE and R2 are also presented in each panel.
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Figure 4.2. (Continued.)
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become less correlated, RMSE values have shown an increasing trend. Moreover, MBE
values are mostly negative for cloudy estimates, but show mixed signs when it is free of
clouds. Besides, absolute MBE values are generally smaller under clear conditions,
except for summer. One possible explanation is that the system tends to underestimate
surface insolation under cloudy condition while it also shows an overestimation tendency
for summer retrieval. As these two factors cancel each other out, summertime estimates
can be more accurate under cloudy condition. However, this cancellation does not occur
for the other seasons, since the system underestimates surface insolation in summer, and
the two factors would intensify underestimation for cloudy estimates.
Figure 4.3 presents results of daily cumulative insolation comparison. Error
statistics are found close to but slightly better than those of hourly comparisons. Daily
MBE percentages and R2 values are similar, with 10 out of 16 cases showing less bias
and half of the cases showing better correlations compared to hourly values. However,
RMSE percentages are largely reduced (about 50% decrease for most of the cases), since
taking daily integral can cancel out random biases, most of which are caused by highly
variable cloud effects. Linear regression lines perform differently between cases, but
they are more likely to match the reference lines during warm seasons. Same as hourly
results, the UAH insolation product still underestimates spring and winter season surface
insolation at Sioux Falls, La Junta and Nunn.
To justify whether the underestimation is caused by snow contamination, a
filtering algorithm is developed to remove snow-related hourly estimates. Basically, the
algorithm examines USCRN surface temperature and wetness measurements and
combines MODIS snow cover products to determine if the surface is snow-covered.
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Figure 4.3. Same as Figure 4.1, but for daily cumulative insolation (J m-2)
comparison.
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Figure 4.3. (Continued.)
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Spring and winter comparisons of hourly estimates at four USCRN sites before and after
filtering snow-related cases are shown in Figure 4.4. Error statistics for La Junta and
Nunn sites are effectively improved after the snow filtering algorithm is adopted.
Improvements of winter Nunn case is found the most noticeable, of which absolute MBE
percentage decreases from 27.8% to 7.58%, RMSE percentage drops from 55.5% to
20.8%, and R2 value increases from 53.1% to 90.7%. However, no improvements are
presented at stations further north, such as Sioux Falls, SD and Jamestown, ND,
especially for winter estimates (Figure 4.4). For these cases, satellite-based insolation
retrieval system dramatically underestimates wintertime surface insolation. After
removing most of the snow-related estimates, negative bias values remain large, while R2
values become even worse. Failure of snow filtering indicates that these regions may be
mostly snow-covered during the winter due to very cold climates and implies that the
satellite-based insolation retrieval system could not work properly under such condition.
As discussed in Section 2.3, snow contamination is a significant but unsolved
issue of current satellite-based retrieval techniques. One guess for the extreme
underestimation is that the minimum albedo method is not able to find correct clear
scenes when the surface is very bright. To be more specific, the physical model assumes
surface albedo to be always smaller than cloud albedo. However, when the surface is
covered by snow for a long period (comparable to the time interval set in minimum
albedo method), there can be situations that the surface is more reflective than clouds.
Consequently, the retrieval system may treat darker clouds as the surface since they have
lower albedo values, which would result in erroneous insolation estimates in the
subsequent calculations.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of spring and winter hourly insolation (W m-2) measured at
four USCRN sites (along the abscissa) and estimated from satellite images (along the
ordinate) before and after filtering snow-related cases. Station names are shown at the
top while seasons are indicated on the left. Black lines are the 1:1 reference lines. Red
lines are the linear-regression lines. Evaluation metrics MBE, RMSE and R2 are also
presented in each panel, with MBE and RMSE percentages shown in the parentheses.
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Figure 4.4. (Continued.)
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General Performance of the UAH Insolation Product
In this section, general patterns showing how error statistics (obtained by
comparing the UAH insolation product to SURFRAD and USCRN measurements)
change with space and season are detailed in Figure 4.5 through Figure 4.7. Figure 4.5
shows hourly results, while hourly error statistics of spring and winter after filtering
snow-related cases are presented in Figure 4.6. Similarly, daily results are displayed in
Figure 4.7. A few stations may have biased pyranometer measurements or satellite
estimates. For example, positive bias values are shown consistently at Darrington, WA,
Quinault WA, and Asheville, NC sites throughout the year, however, their surrounding
sites generally underestimate surface insolation in all seasons except summer. Several
possible causes may trigger such anomalies, including improper pyranometer
calibrations, consistent clouds over the regions, or extreme satellite viewing angles, etc.
In the following, these special cases are not discussed separately; only general behaviors
of the retrieval system are demonstrated and discussed.
Hourly results (Figure 4.5) show that bias values are positive at most of the sites
in summer, whose magnitudes, with exceptions, are within the range of -10 to +20 W m-2
and percentages within -3% to +6%. On the other hand, surface insolation is generally
underestimated in spring and fall, with exceptions, by 10 to 20 W m-2, or within 6% of
the mean measurements. However, winter bias values are all negative except those sites
with questionable estimates. The magnitude of bias values for Southern U.S. stations are
on the order of -20 to -10 W m-2, but those for Northern U.S. sites may be erroneously
large due to snow effects. Moreover, the retrieval system is more likely to overestimate
surface insolation in summer when SZA is relative small but underdetermining in the rest
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(a)

Figure 4.5. Error statistics and number of cases of satellite-estimated hourly
insolation (W m-2) being compared to pyranometer measurements for (a) spring, (b)
summer, (c) fall, and (d) winter seasons. Color scales of circles indicate their
magnitudes, while stars carry values exceeding limits.
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(b)

Figure 4.5. (Continued.)
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(c)

Figure 4.5. (Continued.)
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(d)

Figure 4.5. (Continued.)
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of year when SZA becomes larger. This seasonal feature of bias values is consistent with
the results of case study. Essentially, by considering that changing SZA corresponds to
changing amounts of incident solar radiation entering the Earth-atmosphere system, bias
values of hourly estimates tend to be positive (negative) when solar energy input is
relatively large (small), and the magnitude of bias values is experiencing an increasing
(decreasing) trend as seasonal environmental temperature increases (decreases).
The magnitude of hourly RMSE percentages, with exceptions, is on the order of
5% to 15% in all seasons except winter, indicating that satellite estimates are consistent
with surface measurements. In the meantime, RMSE values are found larger in part of
the Western U.S. compared to other regions in these warmer seasons. Possible
hypotheses for this include larger satellite viewing angles in this area, or not accounting
for terrain/elevation effects on surface insolation. RMSE values, on the other hand, can
be very large (greater than 25%) in Northern U.S. regions in winter, while a few extra
cases happen in spring and fall. Furthermore, hourly R2 values and RMSE percentages
are negatively correlated for different seasons. Cases with small RMSE values (less than
15%) normally have high coefficient of determination (R2 ≥ 0.95), while large RMSE
values (greater than 25%) are corresponding to low R2 values (below 0.8). In general,
insolation estimates carrying large RMSE or small R2 values are unreliable, most of
which are probably affected by surface snow.
To understand the causes of bad insolation estimates, which are thought to be
snow contamination, attempts are to remove snow-related estimates using a filtering
algorithm. Results for spring and winter are shown in Figure 4.6. After filtering, number
of available data points for each site is greatly reduced. Improvements of spring error
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(a)

Figure 4.6. Same as Figure 4.5, but for (a) spring and (b) winter seasons after
removing snow-related cases.
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(b)

Figure 4.6. (Continued.)
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statistics are found to be remarkable, with exceptions in some West and Midwest states.
However, for winter estimates, only a few stations in Southern U.S. have shown obvious
improvements. The others still show unreliable results after filtering snow-related cases,
which is possibly caused by erroneous surface and cloud albedo estimates when the
surface is consistently covered by snow. To see if specific causes can trigger the failure
of satellite-based insolation retrieval system, the unreliable winter estimates are separated
into clear and cloudy sky conditions. Results are presented in Table 4.1, in which bad
winter estimates are referred to cases with absolute MBE percentages exceeding 20%,
RMSE percentages greater than 30%, or R2 values lower than 0.8 for all and cloudy sky
conditions, while the thresholds for clear cases are increased to 10%, 15%, and 0.9,
respectively, since they are less likely affected by snow (Figure 4.2). Of the 40 bad
winter cases, 30 still show the potential of obtaining reliable insolation estimates when
the scene is free of clouds, while 8 of the rest 10 cases have very few (≤ 100) available
records, which may indicate their error statistics lack of credibility. On the other hand,
none of the cloudy cases have acceptable results, showing the failure of insolation
retrieval when clouds appear above everlasting snow-covered surface.
General spatial patterns of daily error statistics (Figure 4.7) are also found close to
but slightly better than hourly results (Figure 4.5), which is consistent with the case
study. The magnitude of daily MBE percentages is almost on the same order as hourly
results for all seasons. Overestimations are found at most locations in summer or at a few
Southern U.S. stations in spring and fall, while underestimations occur in the remaining
cases. Daily RMSE percentages, on the other hand, are surprisingly reduced to an order
of 5% for reliable insolation estimates, although they can be very large for snow-favored
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Table 4.1. Error statistics associated with bad wintertime estimates (highlighted with
red) of satellite-derived hourly insolation (W m-2) under all, clear, and cloudy sky
conditions. For all and cloudy conditions, bad estimates are referred to those with
absolute MBE percentages greater than 20%, RMSE percentages greater than 30%, or
R2 values smaller than 0.8; while for clear conditions, thresholds are 10%, 15%, and
0.9, respectively, since they are less likely affected by snow.
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(a)

Figure 4.7. Same as Figure 4.5, but for daily cumulative insolation (J m-2) and
information of number of cases is excluded.
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(b)

Figure 4.7. (Continued.)
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(c)

Figure 4.7. (Continued.)
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(d)

Figure 4.7. (Continued.)
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locations in the cold months. Feature of larger RMSE values in part of the Western U.S.
in warm seasons is not repeated in daily comparison, which is probably due to
cancellation of cloud effects by taking daily integrals. Finally, daily R2 values are larger
than hourly values by about 0.02 for reliable estimates, but they tend to be worse for
snow-related cases.
In general, the UAH insolation product agrees well with pyranometer
measurements in most cases, indicating that satellite-based retrieval technique has the
potential to estimate surface insolation with a reasonable accuracy, although the retrieval
system may fail when clouds appear above snow-covered surface.
Failure of Retrieval System due to Snow Contamination
UAH archived products (insolation, cloud albedo, surface albedo, and longwave
infrared temperature) at 19:45 UTC on three winter days (January 1st, 6th, and 11th, 2014)
are presented in Figure 4.8. It is shown that insolation field match well with cloud albedo
in that higher (lower) cloud reflectance is corresponding to lower (higher) surface
insolation. However, it is hard to determine whether those high cloud albedo values
come from thick clouds or surface snow cover. For instance, two major cloud clusters
are found on Jan 11th from the longwave infrared temperature plot, one near the Rocky
Mountains while the other above the East Coast of the U.S., but the cloud albedo plot
shows extra clouds in the Midwest near US-Canada border. Without extra information,
two possible causes may explain such discrepancy: a) there exist thin clouds very close to
the surface, whose temperature can be on the same order of the surface, so it is hard to
tell if the temperature comes from the surface or clouds (which is unlikely since the cloud
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1945 UTC Jan 01, 2014

1945 UTC Jan 06, 2014

1945 UTC Jan 11, 2014

Figure 4.8. Plots of UAH archived insolation (W m-2), cloud albedo (%), surface
albedo (%), and longwave infrared temperature (K) products at 19:45 UTC on January
1st, 6th, and 11th, 2014.
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albedo is high); b) the albedo module in the retrieval system fail due to snow
contamination, because of which high cloud albedo values may represent the surface.
Another unreasonable phenomenon is the constant cloud albedo values over
regions with high reflection surface, e.g., southern Colorado. Daily variation of surface
and cloud albedo fields over this region (36-39N, 103-108W) in a 12-day period is shown
in Figure 4.9. Highly reflective region with surface albedo values larger than 50% is
observed in the middle of this area. However, high cloud albedo fields are also found in
this region, whose values are almost constant over this period if no more (darker) clouds
are present. It is not reasonable since clouds in the atmosphere are always highlyvariable and should not remain unchanged in a 12-day period.
Evaluating RAP-analyzed Downward Shortwave Radiation Data
A Glimpse of the Difference between RAP and the UAH Insolation Product
Although there is a 15-min offset between RAP-analyzed downward shortwave
radiation data and the UAH insolation product, the insolation patterns and cloud fields
should not change much within such a short period of time. Therefore, it is worthwhile to
have an idea of the difference between hourly estimates from both data sets.
Plots of hourly insolation estimates on a summer day are presented in Figure 4.10,
as well as their difference. It is shown that the RAP can capture major cloud features but
underdetermine cloud coverage when compared to satellite retrieval. For example, a
large-scale cloud cluster can be observed in the West South-Central states in satellite
retrieval, however, in RAP outputs, although the cluster is still present in this area, it has
shown few details and less cloudiness. Also, scattered clouds to the west of the Rocky
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(a)

Figure 4.9. Snap shots of UAH archived (a) surface albedo (%), and (b) cloud albedo
(%) products at 19:45 UTC on January 1st through 12th, 2014 over a zoomed domain.
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(b)

Figure 4.9. (Continued.)
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Figure 4.10. Plots of hourly insolation (W m-2) from the RAP (top) and the UAH
insolation product (middle), and their difference (bottom) at 18:00 (left) and 20:00
UTC (right) on July 15th, 2013. Notice that there is a 15-minute time offset between
two datasets.
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Mountains are not well captured in the model. One possible explanation is that since the
RAP assimilates observations to produce analysis data, overdetermined clouds can be
removed but those being underdetermined cannot be recreated. Moreover, the difference
plot indicates that the RAP may consistently overestimate incoming solar energy by
about 100 W m-2 under clear-sky condition.
Case Study
Results of case study comparing the performance of the RAP and the UAH
insolation product at USCRN Gadsden, AL and Austin, TX sites are shown in Figure
4.11 through Figure 4.13. The overestimation behavior of RAP outputs presented in
Figure 4.10 can still be observed in this case study. Since there exists a 15-minute offset
between the RAP and the UAH insolation product, pyranometer measurements at these
sites are averaged accordingly to fit the time stamps (on the hour for the RAP and at 45min-past-the-hour for the UAH insolation product).
Figure 4.11 compares clear day hourly insolation data at these two sites. It is
shown that the satellite-based insolation estimates are much closer to surface
measurements than that of RAP-analyzed downward shortwave radiation data. Both data
sets tend to overestimate the surface insolation, and the magnitude of positive bias in
RAP analysis data is much higher than that of satellite product. Moreover, an interesting
feature of Figure 4.11 is that the RAP appears to estimate surface insolation with better
accuracy in the early morning hours than the rest of day.
Seasonal averaged hourly insolation values estimated from GOES images and the
RAP model being compared with USCRN observations are shown in Figure 4.12.
Because satellite retrieval may be affected by snow events at Gadsden and Austin in
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of clear day hourly insolation (W m-2) from the RAP (red),
the UAH insolation product (blue) and USCRN measurements (black solid/dashed
lines are corresponding to RAP/GOES time stamps) at Gadsden, AL on June 14th,
2013 (top) and Austin, TX on August 9th, 2013 (bottom). Difference of daily
insolation (J m-2) between RAP/GOES estimates and pyranometer measurements are
also presented.
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of seasonal averaged hourly insolation (W m-2) from the
RAP (red), the UAH insolation product (blue) and USCRN measurements (black
solid/dashed lines are corresponding to RAP/GOES time stamps) at Gadsden, AL
(left) and Austin, TX (right). Seasons are indicated on the left. Difference of seasonal
averaged daily total insolation (J m-2) between RAP/GOES estimates and pyranometer
measurements are also presented.
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winter, winter comparison is not presented here. It is shown that, for an averaged
summer day, the model overestimates incident solar energy by about 6.5×106 J m-2 at
these two locations, while the number drops to about 4.5×106 J m-2 in spring and 3×106 J
m-2 in fall. Also, the RAP shows severe positive bias values starting from the noon until
late afternoon hours when it is compared to the observations.
Seasonal scatter plots of hourly insolation comparison between USCRN
measurements and satellite/RAP estimates at Gadsden and Austin are presented in Figure
4.13. It is shown that most of RAP data points lie above the reference line, indicating
that the model consistently overestimates surface insolation. Also, seasonal MBE values
of the RAP are much higher than those of the UAH insolation product, which implies the
issue that cloudiness is underdetermined in the RAP model.
One hypothesis for the intense overestimation in afternoon hours is that the
numerical model has a warm and dry bias due to diurnal positive feedback (Benjamin et
al. 2016). Whenever the model underestimates cloudiness during the day, more incident
solar radiation will reach the surface, resulting in a warmer and drier land surface. As the
surface is drier and warmer, excessive sensible heat fluxes are expected, which can
induce extra mixing in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) and make the PBL deeper and
drier than it should be. As a result, cloudiness in the low-level atmosphere is
underdetermined. This forms a feedback cycle that can repeat itself in daytime hours,
which allows the accumulation of cloudiness underestimation, causing the model to
overestimate surface insolation intensively in the afternoon.
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of hourly insolation (W m-2) between USCRN
measurements and the UAH insolation product (blue) or RAP (red). Measurements are
along the abscissa, while GOES/RAP estimates are along the ordinate. Station names
are shown at the top while seasons are indicated on the left. Black lines are the 1:1
reference lines. Blue and red lines are the linear regression lines of GOES and RAP
estimates. Evaluation metrics MBE, R2, and number of cases are also presented in
each panel.
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General Performance of the RAP
To understand the general performance of the RAP model, its downward
shortwave radiation analysis data are compared to USCRN measurements, following a
similar procedure as Figure 4.5. MBE values and percentages of summer and fall are
shown in Figure 4.14, as well as station-wise averaged values. Meanwhile, error
statistics of the UAH insolation product are rescaled and plotted for a quick comparison.
It is shown that the RAP has a systematic positive uncertainty at all USCRN
stations in summer and fall. The magnitude of MBE values (percentages) of the RAP is
about 115 W m-2 (27%) in summer and 70 W m-2 (23%) in fall, while those of the UAH
insolation product are about 11 W m-2 (2.6%) and -11 W m-2 (-3.4%), respectively. This
indicates that the RAP consistently overestimates surface insolation, and the estimates are
less reliable than the UAH insolation product. Therefore, this GOES-based retrieval
technique can have a superior performance in estimating surface insolation compared to
the WRF-based RAP model.
Comparing Seasonal Area-weighted Daily Cumulative Insolation Averages
Finally, to quantify how much incident shortwave radiation is reaching the surface
in the RAP model, seasonal area-weighted daily cumulative insolation averages of the
RAP are calculated at each model grid point over the entire CONUS (Figure 4.15).
Averages of the UAH insolation product are also computed and presented, as well as the
difference between these two data sets. Just keep in mind that results in the Northern
U.S. in cold seasons may not be reliable due to snow contamination.
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(a)

Figure 4.14. (a) MBE and (b) normalized MBE obtained by comparing hourly
insolation (W m-2) estimated from the RAP (top) and GOES (bottom) to those
measured from USCRN for summer (left) and fall (right). Station-wise averaged bias
values and percentages are also presented.
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(b)

Figure 4.14. (Continued.)
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Figure 4.15. Seasonal area-weighted daily cumulative insolation averages (MJ m-2)
from the RAP (top) and GOES (middle), and their difference (bottom) for the spring,
summer, fall, and winter.
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Figure 4.15. (Continued.)
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It is shown that the RAP model overestimates surface insolation systematically
over the whole domain in all seasons. Also, elevated regions, such as the Rocky
Mountains and the Appalachian Mountains, are likely to have higher MBE values than
other regions. One possible reason is that satellite-based retrieval system ignores
topography effects on solar radiation.
Quantitatively, differences of seasonal area-weighted daily cumulative insolation
averages between the RAP and satellite retrieval are about 6.2×106, 5.3×106, 3.4×106, and
4.7×106 Joules per meter squared in each season, while differences of hourly averages are
71.8, 66.7, 39.4, 54.7 W m-2, respectively. These energy differences are huge compared
to that the radiative forcing of carbon dioxide (CO2), which is about 1.68 W m-2 as stated
in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (Myhre
et al. 2013). If this excessive solar energy is included in subsequent climatology or air
quality studies, there would be a serious uncertainty in their results.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusions
Surface insolation is a crucial component of surface energy budget and is very
important in various studies. To obtain wide coverage and high-resolution data sets of
surface insolation, decades of efforts have been made to develop and optimize satellitebased insolation retrieval techniques (Tarpley 1979; Gautier et al. 1980; Li et al. 1995;
Otkin et al. 2005; Diak 2017). The GPGS from NASA SPoRT is one of the satellitebased insolation retrieval systems, which is an implementation of Diak’s method (Haines
et al. 2004; Pour-Biazar et al. 2007). Recently, UAH has been archiving products of
GPGS system and has made refinements to improve the insolation estimates.
To accomplish the major objective of this study, which is to validate the UAH
insolation product, one year of insolation estimates are compared to ground-based
pyranometer measurements from the SURFRAD and USCRN on a seasonal basis. In
fact, it is difficult to perform such a comparison since the working principles of satellite
sensors and surface pyranometers are totally different, and there exist various sources of
uncertainty in the surface measurements and satellite retrieval. However, the pre85

processing treatments have shown the capability to effectively reduce these discrepancies
and uncertainties, which are very important to the success of this validation work.
Results indicate that the UAH insolation product agrees well with surface
measurements if the surface is not persistently covered with snow. Also, it has a very
good performance compared to the results of Diak (2017), although details of the
evaluation process may be different. For hourly estimates not being affected by snow,
seasonal MBE values (percentages) are, with some exceptions, within ±20 W m-2 (±6%),
which tend to be positive in summer but negative in the other seasons. This seasonal
overestimation/underestimation tendency is thought to be caused by variations in SZA or
changing amounts of incident solar energy over time. Seasonal RMSE percentages are
about 5-15% and R2 values are mostly greater than 0.95, indicating the accuracy of the
UAH insolation product. Moreover, case study shows that the hourly insolation estimates
can be more accurate and less scattered under clear-sky conditions than cloudy cases.
Meanwhile, daily results with respect to non-snow cases are slightly better than hourly
results, which is probably due to cancellation of cloud-induced fluctuation by taking daily
integrals.
On the other hand, however, the UAH insolation product may produce erroneous
estimates during cold months, especially winter values in the Northern U.S. The snow
filtering algorithm has shown the potential to improve spring estimates by removing
snow-affected cases, but it does not work as expected for winter retrieval since the
estimates can be very unreliable. Furthermore, by separating bad winter results into clear
and cloudy conditions, it is suggested that cloudy estimates are more likely affected by
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snow than clear ones. This perhaps can be a guideline for the future work as how to
improve the insolation retrieval over snow-covered surfaces.
A detailed examination of UAH archived GPGS products shows the evidence of
constant cloud albedo values over regions with high reflection surface, which implies that
the albedo module of the retrieval system may fail to distinguish clouds from very bright
surface (e.g., snow-covered surface). This is consistent with the hypothesis that snow
contamination is one major issue of physical-based satellite insolation retrieval
techniques, which have been discussed in several studies (Cano et al. 1986; Schmetz
1989; Ohmura et al. 1998; Pinker 2003; Otkin et al. 2005; Diak 2017).
For the secondary objective, which is to ascertain whether satellite-derived
insolation retrieval (e.g., the UAH insolation product) is more accurate than those
estimated from numerical models, downward shortwave radiation data from WRF-based
RAP model have been evaluated. It is shown that RAP overestimates surface insolation
systematically, and the positive bias is more pronounced in the afternoon hours than the
early morning. One hypothesis is that the RAP model has a warm and dry bias due to
diurnal positive feedback (Benjamin et al. 2016). In brief, underestimating cloudiness
results in excessive incident shortwave radiation into the earth-atmosphere system. This
causes the land surface to be drier and warmer than expected and thus increasing the
sensible heat flux. By doing so, PBL mixing is increased, leading to the deepening and
drying of the PBL and finally suppressing low-level cloud formation. As this feedback
cycle repeats during the day, less and less clouds are estimated, causing intense
overestimation issue of surface insolation in afternoon hours.
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Quantitative comparison of seasonal area-weighted daily cumulative insolation
averages between the RAP and the UAH insolation product indicates that, the RAP
overestimates incident solar radiation by a daily average of 6.2×106, 5.3×106, 3.4×106,
and 4.7×106 J m-2 for different seasons, or 71.8, 66.7, 39.4, 54.7 W m-2 for hourly
estimates, respectively. This excessive energy is more than 20 times the radiative forcing
of CO2, which can be a serious problem if the model outputs are used as input for other
studies.
Future Work
Since the unresolved snow contamination issue is a major factor causing the
failure of satellite-based insolation retrieval techniques, efforts can be made to develop a
module for detecting surface snow and a physical model that is designed for snow cases
by properly modifying the cloudy model without obvious increases in computation
burden. This should be more easily accomplished when the model is compatible for the
new generation GOES-R series satellites, since the onboard Advanced Baseline Imager
(ABI) instrument has incorporated a near-infrared band (Band 5) to discriminate snow,
ice and cloud5.
Additionally, topography effects, surface elevation, cloud bidirectional
reflectance, and aerosol parameterizations are not explicitly dealt with in the satellitebased insolation retrieval system. Therefore, efforts can also be made to incorporating
one or more of these factors into the system, although it may not be worthwhile due to
computational limitations (Diak 2017).
5

Please find more details in the document https://www.goes-r.gov/education/docs/ABIbands-FS/ABI_Band%205_snow-ice_factsheet_FINAL.pdf.
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Since the results suggest that satellite-derived insolation estimates are much more
accurate than those obtained from numerical models (e.g., WRF-based RAP model),
future studies that use both datasets in climatology, hydrology, or air quality studies and
compare the performance of their results are expected to provide a better understanding
of the advantages and disadvantages of satellite-based insolation retrieval technique.
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